Previously, the diagnosis of brain abnormality was significantly important in the saving of social and hospital resources. Wavelet energy is known as an effective feature detection which has great efficiency in different utilities. This paper suggests a new method based on wavelet energy to automatically classify magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) brain images into two groups (normal and abnormal), utilizing support vector machine (SVM) classification based on chaotic binary shark smell optimization (CBSSO) to optimize the SVM weights.
Introduction
Categorizing brains into normal and abnormal is highly important in medicine (1) . Accordingly, MRI has received much attention and has produced an extensive database on each subject's brain situation. Many studies in the literature have been performed using automated detection of abnormal brains through MRI scans (2, 3) .
Wavelet transformation (WT) is a highly efficient method for the analysis of images that shows the ability of feature selection in time as well as the frequency domain at the same time (4, 5) . By implementing a one-level WT over images, 4 sub-bands are usually introduced, namely LL (low-low), LH (low-high), HL (high-low), and HH (high-high). The low-low sub-band provides an estimation of the image, and the remaining three give high frequency parameters for presenting the finer-scaled image details. WT has been efficiently implemented in many applications of computer-visualization thus far.
Recently, WT and other methods have been implemented for the diagnosis of abnormal brains through images. For instance, (6) the approximation parameters achieved through discrete WT (DWT), the SOM-NN (self-organization map neural network), and SVM have all been used. References (7) suggest that Slantlet transformation is the developed format of discrete WT. In exchange, the property vector of images is generated with regard to Slantlet transformation output levels related to 6 spatial locations, with the selection based on logic. Following that, back propagation NN (BPNN) has been used. In (8), parameters of three-level discrete WT are estimated. Also, this reference decreased the parameters using PCA (principal component analysis) and employed feed-forward BP network (FP-NN) as well as KNN (Knearest neighbor) classification methods. Moreover, (9) suggested discrete WT as a feature selection method, principal component analysis for feature decrement, and the FNN along with the SCABC (scaled chaotic artificial bee colony) as a classification operator. In accordance with (9) , reference (10) proposed a substitute for the SCABC method with the SCG (scaled conjugate gradient) approach. The authors in (11) utilized the expectation maximization Gaussian combined method equipped with fast Fourier transformation for the achievement of tissue categorization through MRI scans. The kernel support vector machine (KSVM) is suggested in (12) . Also, 3 novel kernels including homogenous and nonhomogenous polynomials as well as Gaussian radial basis are proposed in this reference. The authors in (13) suggested a new WE (wavelet entropy) characteristic, and used SWP (spider web plots) to additionally decrease the number of characteristics. Then, probabilistic NN (PNN) is utilized in this reference. Moreover, (14) suggested categorization precisions, and (15) performed the modeling of detailed parameters for a two-level discrete WT using the static model of GARCH (general autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity), and its coefficients are regarded as initializing characteristic array. Also, KNN and SVM were selected as classification methods. Moreover, (16) proposed the PSO (particle swarm optimization) to learn the KSVM, whose results obtained 97.11% authenticity over an information set containing 90 images. Authors in (17) utilized synthetic wavelet statistic texture characteristics for the segmentation and categorization of AD benign and malignant tumor slices. Reference (18) utilized feedbackpulse-coupled NN to segment the images, discrete WT for feature exploitation, PCA method to decrease the count of wavelet parameters, and the FBP network to categorize the inputs into two classes (normal and abnormal). Furthermore, DWPT (discrete type of wavelet packet transformation) is proposed in (19) , where harnessed Tsallis entropy is used to achieve characteristics from DWPT parameters. Following that, this reference employed GEP-SVM (the generalized Eigen value proximal SVM) alongside the RBF kernel.
All the above approaches have proper performance, but they faced 2 major challenges. First, they often utilized the discrete WT, whose parameters require a great store of memory and, second, their learning about classification operator does not have proper stability, hence, precision can be promoted.
The present work aimed at tackling these 2 challenges. This paper proposes the WE (wavelet energy) that is a newly-introduced feature exploitation method and computes the energy of each wavelet parameter. This method has also been implemented in many academic/industrial applications so far (20) (21) (22) . Also, the CBSSO algorithm is proposed here for the learning process of classification operator in order to promote the clustering efficiency.
Materials and Methods

Feature extraction
Two dimensional discrete WT
The presented 2-D discrete WT is used in the decomposition of images of the many sub-sections based on a recursive procedure (23, 24) . One-level decomposition gives 2 types of parameters. The first parameter includes LH1, HL1, and HH1 that provide details on the main images. The second one is the LL1,
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which is equivalent to the estimation of the main images (25) . Afterwards, the LL1 approximation will be decomposed to second level estimation and will detail the parameters. This procedure is continued until the favorable resolution level is achieved.
The achieved parameters of approximation as well as the detailed sub-sections can be seen as beneficial characteristics of texture classification. The images are decomposed through a two-dimensional discrete WT for spatial frequency elements, which explains the texture of the images. In fact, the parameters will be achieved by entwining the images with a set of filters. Then, the chosen characteristics will be elicited from the parameters for an additional process.
2. The WE method Subsequent to the WT implementation on the images, the wavelet parameters of the detailed sub-sections of every decomposition level are utilized in naming the local WE characteristic (5) . The WE of all four sub-bands are represented thus:
In these equations, E is the wavelet energy. The computed energies denote the ability of image details in various sub-bands. By considering a three-level decomposition, the final obtained characteristics will be the energies from the following ten sub-bands: {LL3, LH3, HL3, HH3, LH2, HL2, HH2, LH1, HL1, HH1}.
Classification operator
The SVM is an efficient method in the field of machine learning. The high precision, the low mathematic  Learning them mostly includes convex quadratic optimization. In other words, the answers obtained are globally optimal and mostly unique. Therefore, they prevent local optimal trapping obtained using statistical training algorithms such as NNs.
Support vector machine
Assume a few predetermined data, each of which belongs to 1 or 2 categories and the aim is to determine in which category a new data point will be placed. We Such learning means better generalization efficiency (27). Hence, the hyper-plane is selected so that the space among that and the closest datum in each band is maximized. The geometric incorporation for linear support vector machines is depicted in Fig. 1 , in which, H_i,i=1,2,3 denote the 3 hyper-planes that can categorize 2 categories efficiently. However, the second and the third ones (H2 and H3) do not have greater margins, hence they will not be effective for new trial information. The first one (H1) has the maximum margin to support arrays including: S11, S12, S13, S21, S22, and S23. Therefore, In practice, the above optimization is mostly presented under the form of:
Subject to: Therefore, the answer will not differ, but the optimization is transformed to a quadratic programming form, which is simple to solve by means of Lagrange multipliers and criterion quadratic programming (QP) methods.
Soft margin
In real-world problems, we do not have the hyperplanes splitting the samples perfectly. In this condition, the soft margin approach can select one of them, which divides the certain samples as plainly as possible, while still maximizing the space between the closest plainlydivided samples.
We presented the positive slack array ζ={ζ1,…,ζn,…,ζN} for gauging the mis-categorization level of xn, i.e. the space between the margin and the xn arrays, which fall on the false side border. Afterwards, the best hyper-plane that divides the information is achievable by using the optimization below:
Here, c denotes the error punishment (it is known as the box constraint in a few related works); e represents an array of N-sized 1s. So, the problem compromises between a great margin and a low c. This limited optimization is solvable by a Lagrange multiplier under the form of:
The optimization above which is a min-max type cannot be simply solved. Therefore, this dual method is mostly suggested for solving it:
The main merit of this scheme of optimization is the elimination of , while the creation of a single parameter, i.e. c, is a further limitation over the Lagrange multipliers. 
it can be non-linear in the basic input domain. In the case of each kernel, at least one tuned variable must exist to make the kernel flexible and fit for practical information. Because of its high efficiency, we selected the RBF type of kernel in the following form:
Here, denotes the scaling parameter. By inserting the equation above in equation (12) , the final SVM learning function will be obtained as follows:
Subject to:
As it can be seen, the problem is still in the QP form.
Furthermore, the interior point approach is selected to solve the optimization. Nevertheless, we still have a problem that specifies the amounts of C and in the final equation.
CBSSO Optimization approach
In order to achieve the optimal values of the two above-mentioned parameters, conventional approaches such as trial and error and grid exploration have been utilized in similar papers. Mostly, these conventional methods lead to high computational burdens, and they fail to ensure the convergence to optimal or at least suboptimal answers. The present work proposed the CBSSO algorithm for this purpose.
The suggested CBSSO optimization method is presented in this part. First, the traditional type of this algorithm is provided, and subsequently it has been improved for the development of exploration ability.
SSO algorithm
This method was first presented in (28) and was inspired from the ability of sharks to find their prey. This procedure comprises the motion of sharks toward their prey due to their smell and the increase of the odor concentration. The stated motion is presented in an optimization form in order to achieve the optimal answer.
More descriptions of the SSO method are available in (28) . This optimization method has 2 main steps that are summarized below.
A. The initializing step
The initializing step of this method refers to the preparation of primary candidates specified according to the shark's location among the population as follows:
Here, in which, 1 , ij sp indicates the j-th decision-variable that is produced randomly in a certain interval for particles.
So, the cost function of each particle is introduced by OF(SXNP) that will be recorded for the next computation of particles. The iterative step zero is the initializing step.
B. Movement procedure
In the second phase, the shark will move in order to attain the prey, which comprises two kinds of motions, i.e. forward and rotational motions. The orientation of the shark according to the great odor concentration is authenticated as: By bounding the velocity of the shark, the above relation can be re-written in the following form:
In this formula, γm denotes the max allowable value of the current speed that depends on prior iteration speed. Hence, subsequent to computing equation (19) for each SSO particle production of GYiit+1, the remaining probable answers are approximated by:
The components of
In these equations, j and i range between [1, ND] and [1, NP] , respectively. Also, chm it i,j denotes the chaotic generated number of j-th decision variable for i-th particle in iterative step m. The application of this operator follows the logistic map function as follows:
Here, the suggested function produces higher different values for chm it i,j within the interval (0, 1). Thus, equation (21) can be re-written in the following form:
B. Binary development
According to the gradient computation in relation (17) , shark smell optimization can be considered as a continuous-based method. In order to increase its capability, it is changed into a binary-based algorithm by the binary integer decision variables (as can be seen in Figure 2 ). Therefore, the suggested conversion of the binary space Bin(.) for binary parameters is presented as:
Here, Rand (0, 1) is a randomly created number within the (0, 1) range. Based on the equation above, the particles can be produced in binary space and mapped to the bsxi,j within the (0, 1) range in real scheme. So, the binary particles are transformed to a favorable format in all the steps of both motions and chaotic development. 
Numerical results and analysis
The simulations are performed on a P4-IBM with a 3.2 GHz processor and eight GB of RAM, which operates under Windows7. The used algorithm is also an in-house improvement on the wavelet-toolbox of Matlab version 2014a. The utilized programs are runnable on any computer equipped with Matlab software.
Moreover, the utilized datasets are composed of ninety T2-weighted MRI brain images in the axial plane with a 256*256 resolution that are gathered from the Harvard Medical School website (URL: http://www.med.harvard.edu/aanlib/home.html). In this information set, images of abnormal brains are composed of some illnesses such as Glioma, Metastatic adenocarcinoma, etc., whose samples are virtualized in Figure 3 . It's worth noting that the behavior of all the illnesses is specific to abnormal brains, and our aim was binary categorization into two sections (normal/ abnormal brain). Five images are chosen randomly from each case of brain disorders. Because we have seventeen kinds of abnormal brains and only one normal brain, ninety (5*(1+17)) images are chosen for gathering the information that include sets composed of five normal images and 85 abnormal ones. Figure 4 depicts the adjustment of five-fold crossvalidation. The present work divides the set into five equally diffused sub-classes. Each of the sub-classes includes one normal and seventeen abnormal brain images. Also, 5 experiments are made here, where 4 classes are utilized for each to learn, and the other class is utilized to test. Each class is utilized once for the test.
Additionally, the already mentioned five-fold crossvalidation is iterated five times (5*5fold CV is applied in order to decrease haphazardness). The confusion matrices of the five executions are mixed for the organization of the ultimate confusion matrix, by the optimal results of 425 abnormal samples and 25 normal ones that are flawlessly formed.
Feature extraction
The input images are decomposed by a three-level two-dimensional discrete WT into ten sub-bands that are depicted in Figure 5 . We employed the symmetric padding approach (31) for the computation of the marginal amount to prevent margin distortion. Then, ten characteristics are obtained by computing the energy for ten sub-bands.
The WE is able to decrease the size of discrete WT parameters. In the 256*256 image used, the three-level discrete WT did not mitigate the size, while the threelevel WE dramatically decreased the size of characteristics from 65.536 to ten.
We sent the WE characteristics to various classification operators. The proposed CBSSO-KSVM approach is contrasted with other methods including BP network (32), kernel SVM (29) , and PSO-kernel SVM (16) , and the results are listed in Table 1 . The RBF kernel is employed. The results presented in Table 1 Thus, the approach we suggest is the most efficient method. Furthermore, the sensitivity, specificity, and precision of the suggested method are 98.24, 94.00 and 99.61 percent, respectively. This fact confirmed the high performance of the suggested approach. 
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The proposed method consists of kernel SVM and CBSSO. The kernel SVM is a broadly utilized pattern diagnosis and yields proper results. Also, CBSSO is a new approach and an efficient optimization method, which is utilized for the tuning of the adjustable variables of kernel SVM (c and ); otherwise obtaining the best value for them will be difficult. By unifying the CBSSO and kernel SVM, the categorization performance of kernel SVM is improved. According to the obtained results, this proposed optimization algorithm outperformed the PSO algorithm.
The main novelties of the present work can be summarized as follows:
1) This paper presented a novel method of categorizing MRI images into normal and abnormal groups by WE, support vector machine, and CBSSO optimization method.
2) The efficiency of the approach we suggest is confirmed by other methods (BP network, kernel SVM and PSO-KSVM).
3) The WE is also authenticated as an efficient characteristic in the categorization of MRI images.
Conclusions
The present work suggested a novel method of categorizing the MRI images automatically into two groups (normal and abnormal) by using WE, the support vector machine, and CBSSO. The high performance of the suggested approach was demonstrated by comparison with related works. The proposed CAD system can also be used to categorize the images with various pathological conditions, kinds, and illness modes. In addition, the following achievements can be considered in future works: a) We can attempt to increase the decomposition level of two dimensional discrete WT in order to check whether a greater level will result in higher efficiency or not.
b) The WE can be substituted by another method with higher efficiency such as scale invariant characteristics. c) Some efficient pattern diagnostic methods like deeplearning or RBF network can be utilized (30) . d) We can employ multiple-slices for promoting the efficiency of categorization.
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